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Abstract

In this paper The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) will describe a method for internal
evaluation or self-assessment of the maintenance function of each operating oil company in
the Norwegian offshore petroleum industry.

Due to the current trends of cost reduction, demanning and downsizing, the industry has
started to use RCM and other risk based maintenance techniques.

Judged by the experience gained so far in this industry, the successful implementation of
RCM and other risk based maintenance optimisation techniques seems to be closely linked
with the existence of a efficient and professional maintenance management system.

NPD is therefore now developing a guideline for systematic self-assessment of the
maintenance function and the maintenance management system. The guideline has been
developed based on a method developed by SKI. NPD has in close co-operation with the
industry adapted SKJ's guideline to fit the problems and challenges of the petroleum industry.

It is NPD's intention to highlight different strategic, organisational and administrative issues
linked with the introduction of risk based maintenance methods in the guideline. NPD also try
to reflect "best practices" in the industry in the guideline in order to provoke the oil companies
to review their own practices in different areas.

The results so far from using this method for self-assessment will be presented, and both the
advantages and disadvantages of such an approach will be discussed.

1. Introduction

1.1 Norwegian Petroleum Industry

First a few words about the Norwegian petroleum industry. Norway is today the world's
second largest oil exporting country and we supply Europe with approximately 20% of the gas
needed. The amount of energy produced on each platform varies very much, but to give an
idea, the Troll A platform, produces equivalent of 40 000 MW/D.

All of our petroleum production comes from offshore fields, we have both subsea
installations, and various types of platforms, varying from large integrated platforms with
both drilling, production and accommodation to minor rather simple platforms performing one
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major function, e.g. drilling or gas compression. Among the main contributors to risk are
blowouts from the wells, which can cause both major environmental damage and if ignited, to
the loss of a platform with substantial loss of lives. Another major risk contributor is process
leaks leading to fire and explosion and thus impairing vital safety functions such as escape,
evacuation and control.

Among the predominant external risk factors are collisions, helicopter crashes and dropped
objects.

1.2 Norwegian Petroleum Directorate

The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) is supervising the safety and working
environment of the petroleum industry in Norway based upon the following main principles:

focus on each individual operating company's own responsibility for prudent operations
through regulations focusing on management and different types of administrative and
organisational requirements
objective or goal oriented regulations, moving away from prescriptive regulations towards
risk oriented regulations
regulations based on the defence-in-depth concept (no single failure shall lead to —)

In the maintenance area, the regulations have been very functional, but because of their
general nature, they have not been very predictive for the industry. This will be changed in the
ongoing revision of the regulations.

2. Maintenance - a challenge to the Norwegian petroleum industry

The actual lifetime of Norwegian oil and gas fields are longer compared to other nations both
due to large reservoirs and extensive programs for increased oil and gas recovery. The Troll
field has a planned lifetime of 50 - 70 years; other major fields have an expected lifetime of
40 - 50 years.

In such a perspective with a production period often extending the original design lifetime,
maintenance becomes an important issue. Since the oldest installations now are around 30
years various ageing problems have emerged. Various types of corrosion, erosion, fatigue and
embrittlement have lead to undesired events. This is an increasing problem, and existing
inspection programs and inspection methods are not able to fully predict where this will
happen, when it will happen and how often this will happen.

Likewise the current trends with cost reduction, demanning and use of different maintenance
optimisation techniques such as reliability based maintenance (RCM); reliability based
inspection (RBI) new demands have been put on the maintenance organisations.

3. RCM applications in Norway - some experience

3.1 Data and methods

The first RCM adaptations in this industry came in the early nineties. The industry used
consultants from the nuclear industry. The consultants encountered several challenges, for
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instance in the area of data collection. The industry has a joint database called OREDA, but
OREDA data doesn't cover all of the platform equipment. The use of platform specific data
requires a lot of work, because data have to be analysed manually. The probabilistic risk
analysis (PSA) is not as detailed as in nuclear and therefore can't be used directly.

There was no screening process so a full RCM was done for all of the platform equipment,
and therefore creating a lot of work.

3.2 Follow up and management support

Classifications and calculations was paper based, and therefore quickly outdated because of
the frequent modifications on the platforms. Not enough resources were spent on building in-
house competence to carry on the work, like updating and adjusting the PM programs in
accordance with experience (analysis of failure data).

Management support were weak, and as a consequence not enough was done to make
necessary changes in data collection, and preparing new computer based maintenance
management systems for the use of RCM and so on (data on failure modes and failure causes).
Analyses of maintenance data were not improved. This list could be made much longer. But
the point to be illustrated is that implementation of these kind of techniques must work hand
in hand with a professional upgrade of the whole maintenance function.

3.3 New approaches

Since a big part of the industry was scared off by the amount of work doing a proper RCM
study, various consultants now saw a marked offering different "RCM-light" versions.
Briefly explained, different consultants made versions without all the work of a proper RCM
study. But with all the conservatism built in the models, the outcome was poor in terms of
actual reduction in PM programs.

But it also should be mentioned that some of the operators have worked very hard applying
RCM both on new and old platforms and with satisfying results both from a safety and
economical point of view. One of the operators has also done a very promising experiment of
reliability based operations.

3.4 Authority follow-up in the RCM/RBI area

A national standard for criticality classification was made last year. NPD has several
comments to this standard, and a report was sent out to the industry with our comments.
Among our comments to the standards were:

In the consequence matrix most critical items are critical both to production and safety. To
mix criticality for production and safety in the same category is not recommendable.

Safety critical items should be clearly defined.

Criticality classification will be done on a functional level, and items on a sub-function
level will be given the same criticality as the sub-function they are part of. This approach
will be conservative in operation.
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Some safety related sub-functions may have a low probability of failure, but still is very
safety critical. In such cases a risk analysis must be done to assess the probability of the
consequence of the failure of the sub-function.

This standard doesn't from a safety point of view, reflect "best practices" in the industry.

Various inconsistencies in the use and interpretation of data were commented on.

NPD will follow the development of standards in this area very closely, and the standards will
be carefully reviewed by NPD (with the use of consultants). And in parallel NPD will try to
influence the industry to work on the necessary organisational improvements.

4. RCM - a organisational challenge

One of NPD's main concerns is that the use of these kinds of optimisation techniques require
what we have chosen to call an "administrative infrastructure" that is more advanced and
complex than what is required for more conventional maintenance management methods. This
is especially true when applying RCM/RBI on old installations. NPD realised that we needed
to develop methods to assess the quality of the different maintenance organisations. These
methods had to be more effective and give us the possibility to address all relevant operators
instead of dealing with them one by one.

NPD learned that SKI had been developing methods that was very much in line with what we
were looking for. SKI had developed what they called a baseline study, which is a self-
assessment of the maintenance function in each operating company. SKI very generously
allowed us to use their material to start a similar process in Norway.

NPD wanted to use this material and methods in order to underline the responsibilities of the
line management for safe operations and maintenance, and also to serve as a basis for
improving the control function in the operating companies. This is an opportunity for
maintenance people to describe their own problems and challenges and get top management's
attention and focus.

5. Baseline study

5.1 Principles

The model in the baseline study have been based on the principles guiding most quality
assurance or quality management programs:

- Quality systems shall contribute to continuous improvement

- Problems should be identified and solutions standardised. The problem handling should be
processoriented, and integrating across organisational boundaries. Another important aspect
Is that it should be preventive.

Different parts of the quality system should be taken care of by a specific set of work
processes (that could be documented by flow diagrams, procedures etc). The work processes
should also be designed as Quality loops and be oriented towards problem solving.
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5.2 Objectives of a baseline study

For the operators the baseline study should a part of continuous improvement process of their
systems for safety related maintenance.

The baseline study should enable the authorities to prioritise between operators and fields and
to prioritise certain problem areas or focal areas.

The baseline should also give both the operators and the authorities a mutual understanding of
the weaknesses, strengths and improvement areas of the maintenance management system and
thus form a basis for further communication and follow up.

5.3 The focus of the baseline study

The focus of the baseline study should be directed towards the maintenance management
systems quality with regard to:

technical condition
safe operations

5.4 Status of the baseline study

The report from the baseline study should clearly express the management's statement
regarding:

the quality of the maintenance management system (holistic view)
which improvements must be done where, by whom and when
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6. Guidelines for performing a baseline study

NPD has developed a guideline for performing a baseline study. The guideline will try to
reflect the principles described under item 6.1 with emphasis on work processes and possible
improvements.

Figure 1 describes the model NPD use in the guideline. Based on the quality management
philosophy in our regulations NPD has focused on the management loop and the different
stages in this loop. In addition, both resources needed and necessary control functions are
included.

The guideline is a 60 - 70 pages document-containing questions related to the different
elements in the model. In addition, where relevant, comments from other NPD reports have
been included. The questions and comments are supposed to reflect todays and future safety
challenges and problems.

The report from the operators is expected to be 25 - 30 pages. One page for each element, with
only the most important information regarding background/history, status of today, problems
identified and action plans.

7. Experience so far

The idea of performing baseline studies was welcomed by the industry and three of the
operators volunteered to do the first pilot studies. Two pilot baseline studies have been
performed, and the third is starting this week.

Performing a baseline study requires around 500 man-hours. NPD has received the reports
from the two first pilot studies. The feedback from the pilot studies is that the concept is
useful and can be applied in other areas. Therefore one of the operators has taken an initiative
to include perform a baseline of operations as well.

The holistic view seems to be useful, and due to this approach, some improvement areas not
earlier recognised, have been identified. Identifying work processes, defining process-owners
and improving processes related to the different elements is seen as useful.

NPD intends to use "Best practices in the industry - and from other industries" as a way of
transferring experience to other operators. The baseline is now under continuous update and
will be so for at least another half year. Then there will be at least an annual update.

Among the disadvantages are that this self-assessment can be done in a superficial way, and
be a means of concealing problems, not identifying and solving problems. Also a baseline
study can be seen as an authority requirement and therefore something that has to be done, but
without any real commitment from top management. In that case, the operator is not fooling
the authorities, but themselves.

An interesting question is how long such an approach can be effective? There is no clear
answer to that, but the self-assessment approach should last for some years.
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